Russian Academician Vasily V. Parin was one of the leading world scientists in the field of physiology of blood circulation. In this article his role in the development of the space cardiology, an important area of space medicine, is considered. The development and use in space flights of such methods as the analysis of heart rate variability and seismocardiography, creation of the onboard medical equipment is connected with the name of 
Vasily Vasilievich Parin
On the 18th of March, 2013 we celebrated the 110th anniversary of the birth of Vasily Vasilievich Parin, an outstanding Russian physiologist and one of the world-top scientists who made a great contribution to the development of blood circulation physiology. This article is dedicated to one of the principal research activities conducted by Vasily Parin, to the creation and development of space cardiology as a new research area in space medicine.
The 60s marked the beginning of the era of human space missions. The birth and rapid development of space medicine was the necessary condition for successful manned space navigation. New scientific space data on the human health effects of the space flight factors, and, in particular, the effect of weightlessness on the cardiovascular system was analyzed profoundly. In conditions of the weightless, blood is redistributed to the upper body, and the specific circulatory changes trigger various adaptive reactions in the organism. Studying the reactions resulted in the creation of a special space medical area that is known today under the name of the space cardiology.
The new space medicine area was clearly defined in the summary paper by V.V. Parin, R.M.
Baevsky and O.G. Gazenko "The Heart and Blood Circulation in Space" published in Cor et Vasa in 1965 . And in the same year, in 1965, the "Cardiology" Journal presented his article "Achievements and Success in Space Cardiology" considering issues of the blood circulatory system responses under adaptation of the organism to the weightlessness conditions. It has been shown there that it is just the vegetative nervous system that plays the leading role in the adaptation and that it is just the analysis of heart rate variability (HRV) as basic method that is capable of studying the vegetative regulation of blood circulation. And it was actually the space medicine that gave birth to the HRV analysis method which is now widely used in various fields of cardiology [1, 2] . The analysis of cosmonaut's heart rate variability during their space flights was one of the important scientific and technical achievements in space medicine in the 60s last century. But it should be noted that almost all the components of orbit medical support system for manned 
